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Letter 653
Enemy Interdiction
2017-12-30
Dear Jesus,
Monday, 25 December 2017, 5AM.
This last Friday at work the Lord led us to interdict two evil spirits that were attempting to
Bind a home where I work at (G6). According to angel Gabe, one was a fallen angel of
forgetfulness and the other a demonic familiar spirit.
This happened while I was en-route with my cart to get cleaning chemical solutions.
Part of the route to the utility closet where the chemical station is located takes me right in
front of the main entrance to the Operating Room Suites. There is a space just inside the
double doors where people can put on hair-nets and shoe covers, before crossing the red
line into the restricted zone.
As I passed the entrance area, I saw a female worker standing there who asked me a
question in passing.
She was wondering aloud if I knew where Operating Room 10 was, saying to me:
“DO YOU KNOW WHERE TEN IS? I ALWAYS FORGET WHERE TEN IS.”
I started to respond with,
“UHHH…”
(and while I was saying “uhhh” and thinking about her question, she said out loud;
“I KNOW…”
with an inBlection in her voice of co-familiarity). I was a little slow at Birst in responding,
having some difBiculty at Birst in remembering where OR-10 was located, but then I
remembered and pointed in the direction of the surgical suite.
Afterward I inquired of the Lord about what had just happened. He said that we had
interdicted a Spirit of Forgetfulness (“I Always Forget”), and a Familiar Spirit (“I Know…” ).
Both of these spirits were then removed and sent to the Pit.
All this happened within about 30 seconds, but was very revealing on just how precisely the
Lord Holy Spirit directs our path on a daily basis to achieve maximum Kingdom effect.
In this case, interdicting and then removing two evil spirits who were attempting to Bind a
home in the hospital where I work.
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Apparently they had “hitched a ride” on the woman somehow. It doesn't take much
agreement with a devil to have it start to follow us around, seeking even greater agreement
and then recognition to achieve its goal of having a human host through which to deceive
and deBile other humans.
Thank You Jesus for this learning module in which victory was achieved for Your glory and
the beneBit of others.
Amen.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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